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President’s Message
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Mike Daum

Y

our vote for the Board of Directors of our group
will be called upon at the general meeting on
November 4th. Anyone who has been a member for
at least a year is eligible for a position. The Board consists
of a President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, two
Tr ustees, and Membership Chairperson. Anyone seeking
nomination should contact the current nominating committee - Linda Blasko, and Ed Dillon. The Treasurer's position
is the only one not seeking re-election. Steve Costello will
finish his tour of duty in December, and we thank him for
doing a fine job.
Another Steve amongst us has been of great ser vice as well
- not you Mr. Gazes (just kidding; you are a valuable asset
to us as librarian and "keeper of the club apparel"). Yet
here I'm referring to Steve Blakley, who besides holding the
position of Secretary and being heavily involved in many of
the SIG's, Steve is the current Show chairperson. As Bob
Urso and I can attest, r unning the Show is no minor
responsibility. Steve is to be highly commended, and please
take the time to thank him for all of his efforts. Then
maybe, just maybe, he'll chair the Show next year too. Many
hours of planning by Steve and the Show Committee have
taken place over the course of the year. We will take some
time at the November meeting to introduce the Committee,
and they'll let you know how you can best volunteer your
time and efforts for our first Show at Old Bethpage Village
Restoration on November 14th and 15th.
Finally, please keep in mind that the Marines will be expecting our participation in the TOYS FOR TOTS program at
the December meeting. It has been sug gested that shopmade toys should be individually packaged, to provide easier management in the distribution process. We will address
this in a discussion at the November meeting. Keep in mind
that if you plan on making toys for the kids, they must be
SAFE. Avoid nails, brads, and small parts, and test one out
on a super vised child (or revert to one yourself).
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley

T

he October LIW general meeting was opened by
President Mike Daum just after 7 PM. Mike
encouraged everyone to buy raffle tickets and
stated the first prize would be a $500.00 gift certificate
to Woodcraft. He also reminded everyone that they
should wear their name badge, and if they didn’t have
one they should put their names on a temporary stickon name tag etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.
There were two new members to our meeting tonight, ;
Ken Surdow from Medford and Mark Suesser, a teacher
from Ward Melville High School. We also had a past
member visiting, Tom Pfister, who recently finished a 1
year program at The Honor Academy in Lindale Texas
for a Christian internship. He is now in Suffolk College.
It was nice to see Tom around again.
Mike mentioned that Jim Clancy, one of the founding
members of the Long Island Woodworkers, was not
here tonight due to his wife just passing away. Our
thoughts and prayers go to Jim and his family.
Steve Costello spoke about the Toy Workshop and that
he had some puzzles that he would like scrolled out and
for someone to make some turned Santa ornaments.
His wife and her friends would paint them. In addition
he reported he had completed was working on about 25
knock hockey sets for the “Toys for Tots”. Anyone
wishing to help out was to see Steve after the meeting.
Mike Daum continued with reporting that Judy Clancy
Glancy from the Prince of Peace school in Sayville
would like to have the LIW members assist their children in making wood projects as we have done in the
past. Anyone interested in participating should meet
with Mike at the end of the meeting. Mike also reported that someone was interested in donating an older
Shopsmith (in running condition) to the club.
Unfortunately the club does not have the space to store
and use the Shopsmith, but if anyone were interested, to
see Mike and he would put them in touch with the person who has it. The only caveat is that the person who
continued on page 3
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Show Biz

Steve Blakley

T

his is the last report of the SHOW Biz that you
will read before we have our show. Things are
going reasonably well, with the natural hurdles
that should be expected with any major projects. We
have moved up to 5 (paid) venders with a possibility of
5 to 7 more. We REALLY need you to post the flyers,
posters and show pads that you all received at the last
meeting. Without your help we will not be able to let the
public know we are actually having a show! So please
use your flyers, posters and pads to get the word out.
Remember, you need to send your “Application for
Exhibition” form to Mike Daum. Without it, he will
never know how to set up the display areas. We have
sufficient door prizes from various resources, but we
will NEVER turn any down, so when you stop by your
local store, ask them if they are interested in participating by donating a door prize!
My personal thanks to everyone on the Show
Committee and especially those not on the committee
who have donated so much of their time and materials
to make our show something to be proud of.

Remember, we need:
YOU TO HELP
ADVERTISE!
YOUR PARTICIPATION!
YOUR PROJECTS!
YOU AS A VOLUNTEER
WORKER!
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wants it has to pick it up in Massapequa. There is a turning workshop being held at the Brush Barn at 9 am
Saturday October 10, 2009. The cost is 15 dollars for the
aday, which includes lunch.

For Show and Tell, Gary Mayhew showed a vessel made
up of zebra wood, wenge and bubinga woods, Matt
Stern showed a feather board and a jig he made up, to cut
a circle on a table saw Ace Roman showed some cabriolet legs he was making, and a template he made to make
them. He made the radius the same as his spindle sander
to make sanding easier. Ace also showed a jig he created
to cut a circle on a table saw.

Adam Fisher reported that J&A Lumber had diminished
stock but the people there are very helpful and are willing to move piles of lumber so you can get the piece of
wood you are looking for. Roberts Plywood has a bigger The SIGS reported on their meetings:; The SSOW will
selection but it is harder to get to all the pieces of wood. have Roger Schroeder present on how to do relief carving;, LISA will be finishing pieces for the collaborate and
Matt Stern donated some books on turning and other will be bringing in their cornucopias;. At the LIC, Al
general woodworking to the LIW library. Steve Gazes Anastasi is giving a lecture/demo on the e-cabinet syssaid he would have them in logged and in the library by tems software, a CAD program specially designed for
cabinetry and cabinet-related work;, and the LIWG
the next general meeting. Thanks so much Matt!
would be working on show collaborate pieces.
Mike Daum stated that the November meeting is the
meeting for Executive Board elections. He requested Mike then called for the raffle to begin and the first prize
volunteers to be on a nominating committee. Ed Dillon was a $500.00 gift certificate to Woodcraft. Tommy
and Linda Blasko volunteered to perform this function. Pfister won the $500.00 prize….maybe his coming back
Currently, the only position that is “open” is the to visit was not such a good idea for the rest of
Treasurers position. All other members are seeking us…..GRIN!
reelection.
Mike then introduced our speaker of the night, Frank
Steve Blakley talked about the show (see the Show Biz Klausz, who owns Frank’s Cabinet Shop in Pluckemin,
article located here in the Woodrack) and also discussed NJ.. In addition to tonight’s presentation, Mike is setting
the LIW By-Laws. The By-laws were distributed last up a visit to Frank’s Cabinet Shop and a sign up sheet
month and was to be voted on this month. Steve took a wasill be in placed in the back for anyone who is intervote and the LIW By-laws were passed unanimously with ested in going.
the caveat that Article 14 should be changed from “Long
Island Woodworkers Club” to “Long Island Frank’s presentation would be on the fundamentals of
Woodworkers”. Steve Blakley is to make the corrections wood technology. He showed a circle of what he considers the fundamentals, which include wood, tools, joinand submit it as a final copy to the LIW club.
ery and finishing. He explained if you do not know these
Mike Luciano needs some volunteers with a pick up four items you are not going to make a good project. He
truck and/or with van to move some tables and chairs discussed mortise and tenon joints;, dovetail joints;,
into the Exhibition Hall at OBVR for our show. He said growth rings on trees;, and plain, rip and quarter sawn
they would be paid 10% more than last year…(you can woods.; He explained whyhow the inside of the tree has
figure it outr for yourself). Please contact Mike if you can to be the face of your work, and the growth rings go on
help out. Vic Werny reminded everyone that there would the top of your work.; that Aa short chisel is easier for a
be a garage sale at the LIW Show and that anyone who beginner to cut dovetails;, that a cork block is the best
has any old tools they no longer wanted and wanted block to be used for sanding because it is so straight and
wished to sell should contact Vic. Steve Eckers is taking smooth;. that Ddovetail saws now come already sharpover the Toy Workshop for Jim Clancy. Mike Daum ened, and you start on the backstroke with no pressure
reported that in order to control the projects for the on the saw. and that Japanese saws are made for specific
show he needed the “Application for Exhibit” forms. He uses for soft wood, hard wood, thick wood, etc. Western
saws are better for general use.; tight tree growth rings
had only a few and needs them as soon as possible.
continued on page 5
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mean the tree did not get enough water or sunshine and
that winter growth is slower than summer growth.;
Wwhen sanding dark grain wood such as walnut, you can
go to up to 320 grit, but other woods you do not need to
sand more than 220 because if you do, the finish will
have nothing to adhere to.; Iif you’re building a deck, all
wood rings should face up or they will warp and hold
water;. Tto make fine furniture you need fine, sharp
tools.; Iif you use small machines for your woodworking,
do not push them to take a lot of wood off. Go slower
and take off less with each pass/cut.; that Tto build a
table it might take him 5-6 hours but to prepare it for finishing, and then finishing it, may take him 10 hours.; Aall
kinds of spray lacquer finishing should be done in a professional shop, while oil or varnish finish is ok to handle
in a smaller shop;. ORIGINAL Waterlock finish and varnish are the only ones he uses on his workbench.;
Aalways start your woodworking with a small project and
then work to a big one. Do not try to make a Queen
Anne Lowboy on your first attempt. In fact, Frank
encourages us all to try to make a simple cross with a lap
joint….“not very easy”, says he! Frank asked, “What
makes a good piece of furniture over a great piece of
furniture?” The answer is the right amount of drawers,;
the top piece is one piece of wood if possible, the right
material, the right style, hardware and the right finish.
Reproductions are never finished on the inside. The
smell of the pine is nice to have and thus there is no need
to finish them off. Frank uses only Elmer’s white glue,
and when you do use it make sure you test if for
strength.
Frank also showed us how to make a mortise under glass.
It was very interesting to see how he worked the chisel to
break out of the bottom of the wood. He also plugged
his CD’s, - Biscuit Joinery, and Wood Finishing (both of
which we have in the LIW library).
Phew, that was a mouthful!

Turner’s Guild Photos
pages 5, 6 and 7)
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Saturday Turning Workshop
organized by Charlie James
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Secret Society of
Woodcarvers
Steve Blakley

A

t 7:10PM, SSOW President Ed Piotrowski
opened the meeting by welcoming everyone who
attended. He encouraged everyone to purchase
raffle tickets and then asked Steve Blakley for a
Membership and a Treasurers report which was given
and accepted.
The club still has wood on sale and will be bringing it to
each meeting for members to purchase should they need
it. It was decided that at our DECEMBER MEETING,
we would have an ornament exchange amongst the
members who wish to participate. (In retrospect, I
would like to call it a “carving exchange” so that we politically correct). It was also decided that we would have a
JANUARY PARTY at the January meeting. We will discuss this more at the next SSOW meeting.
The Classical Woodcarving School demonstration has
not been scheduled yet. As soon as it is, we will post it
on the web site. For the October meeting, Roger
Schroeder will be showing us how to do some relief
carving. If you have a clamp that can tighten a piece of
wood to a table, please bring it.

ship stick project. Barry told us that he wanted them
painted. (I am glad I made a golf ball, I don’t like painting the carvings).
Whoever did not attend the meeting missed out on some
really great show and tells. John H.; Richie Z. and Steve
B. all had their snowmen that they were working on at
the Friday morning meetings of the Brookhaven
Woodcarvers. Richie Z. and Steve B. also had some
trees that they finished. But the real treats were supplied
by Eric Jean and Frank Napoli. Both showed projects
made from Corian. Eric did a walking stick with a Corian
Crocodile (or Alligator) head on the top; a Corian dragon leg on the bottom and a serpent head in the middle.
Frank showed a great 18th century looking cameo.

The December meeting, to be held on December 30 will
not be changed. There was some concern that it might
interfere with the holidays, but all present decided it Good job everyone!
would not.
Eric Jean agreed to do a presentation on air brushing in
Ed P. reminded everyone to work on his or her friend- one of the future meetings, most likely in February. This
is going to be one exciting meeting! I will keep you posted.
Ed called for the raffle to be held and we gave away two
prizes. Because of the relative small amount of members showing up (And just why weren’t YOU there?) we
added $5.00 from our account so we could give away two
prizes.

Ah, one more thing…..someone put up the proposal to
rename the Secret Society of Woodcarvers because they
think it is a bad name. I will be sending out emails to all
SSOW members for their input. Stay tuned for some
interesting suggestions!
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LISA News
Linda Blasko

T

he scrollers have been very busy. 3-D cutouts
were made for the Smithtown Heritage Fair,
thanks to all. 21 members attended our last
meeting, it was an awful nasty night out and it was great
to have such a good turnout. We shared our experiences
working on the Cornucopias and baskets. We shared
our experiences making these pieces and found ways to
make our next one more successful. Formby’s high gloss
seemed to be the favorite for finishing.
We are very happy that we decided to separate Fretwork
and Intarsia in judging for the show. Let’s make sure we
have plenty of pieces on display. You can bring in pieces
you have made in the past, besides new pieces. The
members have been working on another collaborative
clock for this years show. Last years clock was a hit so
we are doing the same one again. If you didn’t bring in
your collaborative pieces yet make sure you get them to
Ed ASAP. Thanks. We are planning on having three
scroll saws at the show, Joe’s Hegner, Jean’s new
Excalibur and Steve’s Hawk/RBI. I must make note
that Rolf was wearing a Band-Aid at the last meeting,
maybe we need to make him the safety officer!

are cutting them apart. They look great so far.
December will be our party and ornament exchange.
Each person and each guest attending is asked to bring
an ornament for the exchange. We had some really
beautiful ornaments last year. This should be an even
better year.

We have had more discussions about securing a scroll
saw for the sig, what kind and where to store it. It was
At our November meeting we will be doing puzzles for noted that Harry has completed 1067 scrolled portraits
toys-for-tots. Brian cut out the outer border of the puz- to date! Carol Rothman made contact through the
zles, then Steve’s wife has been painting them, then we forum and she will be conducting a seminar at the show.
This should be exciting. Keep Scrollin!
EDITOR’S NOTE: Linda Blasko has requested that I
change the spelling of the SIG group from Lisa to
LISA. This was done so it would not sound like the
SIG is a female group alone. As the Woodrack Editor,
I take full responsibility for this gender bashing oversight. It must therefore be stated that no Lisa was
harmed in laying out this caption. However, if LISA
feels they were harmed, then I humbly apologize, not
only to Lisa, but to LISA, and hope both Lisa and
LISA are understanding of my lack of understanding
of all Lisa and LISA matters.By the way, does anyone
like The Sound of Music? It has this adorable song
called Sixteen Going on Seventeen, which is sung by
Liesl, which I assume is an Austrian name that really
means Lisa. I didn’t mean to offend her either.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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To p : B a s k e t s
Bottom Left: Cornucopia Expanded
Bottom Right: Cutout Cornucopia

Bottom Right: Basket handles
Bottom left: Basket

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Long Island Woodworkers Seminar Descriptions for Show 2009
Basis Router Use with Dennis Taddeo
Whether you own or plan to purchase a router, you’ll come away with an appreciation that the router is your
shop’s most versatile tool. Dennis covers the basics behind trim, plunge, fixed-based, variable speed, tablemounted and other routers.
Advanced Router Use with Dennis Taddeo
Once you find your comfort zone with routers, it’s time to learn router craft using a variety of fixtures and jigs.
Scroll a Bowl: A Unique Approach with Carole Rothman
Making a wooden bowl usually requires a lathe. Carole demonstrates how to create beautiful bowls and vases
using only a scroll saw, sanders and pieces of ¾”-thick wood.
Plane Talk with Pat Healy
Old or new, hand planes are among the most useful tools in the shop. Pat shares his years of experience when it
comes to using planes for removing wood, creating joints, shaping edge profiles and more.
Carving the Ball and Claw Leg with Ruslan Kava and Walter Connelly
Classic American furniture reached a high point in craftsmanship with the addition of the ball and claw leg.
Ruslan and Walter share their carving expertise by making a Philadelphia-style leg using traditional handtools
and methods.
Bowl Turning with Ed Kelle
Spinning a chunk of wood on a lathe and shaping it with handtools may seem challenging, but Ed makes it easy
as he demonstrates how to create a beautiful bowl
Using the Scroll Saw for Decorative Inlay with Rolf Beuttenmuller
Rolf performs magic when he tilts his saw blade just a few degrees to produce works of art with only two different woods.
Woodcarving 101 with Frank Napoli
Tools, wood, techniques, history, styles, publications—it’s all that and more when Frank introduces one of the
world’s oldest art forms.
Power Tools for Woodworking: Fitting to the Tools to the Cuts You Need to Make with Matt Stern
Which tools do you really need for woodworking? Matt reviews the general world of woodworking with an
emphasis on cuts and joinery and how the right tool helps you bring to completion your latest shop project.
Power Tools for Woodworking: An Unbiased Account of What’s on the Market with Matt Stern
Matt reviews types of power tools while discussing their features and tradeoffs.
Frame and Panel Door Construction with Rich Macrae
Join Rich for an explanation of an essential woodworking form. Included will be a discussion of lumber preparation, panel expansion and contraction, cutting the frame parts, joinery and assembly.
Frame Joinery with Joe Saccente
Need a refresher course in the web frame? Half-lap joinery? Mortise and tenon? Joe shares his extensive knowledge in these areas as a professional woodworker. His is an open-eyed approach that is technically informative
and inspirational.
15
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Restaurant Reviews
Daryl Rosenblatt

B

ob Urso, Joe Bottigliere, Rich Macrae and I knew we
would stop for dinner on the way back from Hand
Tool America. This three day show held in Valley
Forge, PA might be reviewed here or in another issue of the
Woodrack, if Joe and/or Rich finally realize that they “volunteered” for the job. However, we all knew ahead of time that
the restaurant we ate in was way more important than the really neat tools we spent the day looking at would be. Since we
club members always plan our events around the meals after,
I’ve decided to actually write two restaurant reviews here.
Charlie James did his usual stellar job in organizing an outing
to his favorite lumber yard: Rosenzweig Lumber in the Bronx,
so I thought it right to review that one as well.

ANN AND TONY’S
A R T H U R A V E . B R O N X , NY
Anyone following the website knew that those going to the
Bronx (Gary Mahew’s and my old stomping grounds) spent
hours figuring out where to eat. Arthur Ave., the famous Little
Italy in the Bronx, was going to get the nod. The only question was: which restaurant? Dominck’s? Mario’s? Emilio’s? We
settled on Ann and Tony’s, since my sister said it was a better
place for the nine of us to be able to sit, eat and schmooze.
It turned out to be a fine choice. We selected some varied
appetizers: both a hot and cold antipasto, squid both grilled
and fried, and some of the best bread you could ask for (this
of course came with the meal and was frequently refilled). The
main courses were varied. Service was excellent. This place
would be the very definition of classic red sauce Italian. My
one observation was that it was fairly pricey. The bill came to
$42 a person, including soft drinks. No one bought any beer
or wine, so I thought it a bit high for lunch. An advantage
though are the bakeries that sell some of the best bread in the
world are all on the same block, something we all took advantage of. So I hereby award Ann and Tony’s

3

FLANNELS

L A PARMA II
W ILLIS AVE ., W ILLISTON PARK , NY
OK, it wasn’t our first choice. Riverbay across the street was,
but they couldn’t accommodate us (whether they were really
full or didn’t want four woodworkers eating there I couldn’t
say). Bob Urso didn’t want Irish food, nixing both Sullivan’s
Quay in Port Washington and Ivy Cottage nearby either.
However, we spent the entire day on our way to Valley Forge,
trolling around top notch hand tools and then a 2 ½ hour
drive back, so we were hungry. Bob suggested La Parma, and
since he was driving, we had little choice. Besides, we would
have been happy anywhere.
La Parma is a family style restaurant, and, like Ann and Tony’s,
a classic “red sauce” place. Here we drank. A couple of beers
for Joe and Bob, while Rich Macrae and I had the house wine,
which was a very good cabernet. Our appetizer here was also
a cold antipasto, and it was OK, frankly not as good as Ann
and Tony’s. Neither was the bread. However, we were hungry,
the waiter helpful, and it tasted fine. The main courses however, were excellent. A penne with vodka sauce was very good
(Joe Bottigliere thought he had better elsewhere, but he always
complains, so we ignored him anyway). We also ordered both
veal and chicken dishes; I think it was a chicken with Milano
sauce, and the Veal la Parma had a thick savory brown sauce.
The chicken was very good (sauted and crunchy but not fatty),
the veal was everyone’s favorite, and by the end of the meal,
we were all very satisfied indeed. Here the bill came to $45 a
person, but remember this included drinks and four very large
family style platters. I would say I enjoyed the food here more
than Ann and Tony’s. So we all agreed to award La Parma

3 1/2 FLANNELS

A NOTE ON THE FLANNEL RATING SYSTEM: Divised
by Charlie James, who knows where just about every
decent restaurant in the New York area is, flannels are
comprehensive. There are many such ratings, from
Michelin to Zagat’s, but as every LIW member knows,
there is little around that can defeat Charlie’s palate.
Ratings go from 1 flannel to five, and are completely
subjective. I, for instance, would grant Peter Luger a
perfect 5 stars, while Joe Pascucci, who has very questionable taste in food (but a really adorable grandson)
would give it possibly three flannels. Joe really needs
to get some new shirts.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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The Marketplace
4/4 Spalted Beech lumber for sale. Most 9” and
wider 8’ long, with great figure. http://www.righteouswoods.net/Beech_European_Spalted.html is
selling it for $14.20 a board foot, I am asking $7 a
bf for quantities less then 50 bf, $5.50 for quantities
over.
Powermatic 719A Hollow Chisel Mortiser with 4
chisels and mobile base. Great condition, works
like a champ. Asking $595, about $950 for all this
new, save money and get a great tool.
Bill at wmarr@optonline.net, or 631 312 6617
Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with Power
Feed; 5 hop 220 V Leeson Motor. Machine has
“low mileage”
Bob Urso (631) 724-4625 or through the club website

Foley Model 387 Automatic Saw Filer
Complete with extra files.
Norman Picht (631) 242-9255
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
Fine Woodworking Magazines, issues 1-159 plus
index to 120 Excellent condition $475
Woodsmith Magazines, issues 1-143 plus index to
126
Excellent Condition $300
Gene Kelly (631) 265-5218
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving &
Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition, $175,14"
Reliance Bandsaw, good condition $225, 10"
Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition

Need someone to tune a working Craftsman 10"
radial arm saw for a fee.
Harold Schechtel 631-539-6290

Charlie Morehouse (631) 271-7251

I have a live black walnut tree which is 55 inches in
circumference at one ft. above the ground and
extends to 25 ft. to the first branch. The tree is
yours for the cutting.
Jim Ganci at 631-271-7517 in Dix Hills

3 hp 4 bag Reliant dust collector $275, 12” radial
arm saw, rusted but runs. Free to a good home.
Willie (631) 235-0186
Laser etched photos on wood.
Contact Dave Schichtel at (516) 671-5964 or
www.the-wood-shop.com

Delta plate joiner bench mount tilting table good
condition $85.00.
Harry Wicks 631-734-5738

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720

Cherry 4/4 and 8/4
Quarter Sawn Red Oak 4/4 by 14" wide
Hard Maple, Curly Maple, Assorted pieces of White
Oak, Ash, Lacewood, Honduras Mahogany
Basswood 4/4 and 12?4 12" Wide, Purple Heart,
Sequenced matched Birch Plywood 1/4" and 3/4"
Partial Sheet of 1/2 " cherry Plywood.
Craftsman bench top router table Free
Freestanding Router Table $25.00
Common White Pine Assorted width and length
Free
Chris Lee (631) 754-2456
Makita LS1013 10” Dual slide compound
saw extra blade & Woodhaven .drop stop
system .Mint condishion Never moved
around. $295.00
Jim Clancy 516-8228250
Bosch 1594K power planer is perfect shape,
compete with case. $90
Daryl Rosenblatt (516)581-1843 darylmros@gmail.com
A pair of new Dust collector ONE micron filter bags 18 inch diameter one has a window
$40.00. Also a Dayton SAND BLASTER floor
model with dolly and 6 gallons of glass bead
media like new $350.00
Frank Kiefer (631) 331-9383

